
The Volkswagen Amarok is designed to be the most trusted member of your crew. Whether on the road, work 
site or off road, you can rely on your Amarok to get the job done.

Such commitment deserves rewarding, so we’ve created five specially designed Accessory Packs to improve the 
safety, style and protection of such an important part of your day, while also making sure it looks great.

Style up for 
Summer.
Volkswagen 
accessories to 
improve your style 
and protection.

Load cover & rear styling bars 
Your rear will never have looked 
so good with a weather-resistant 
custom load cover, which can be 
increased to allow for taller objects. 
The rear styling 76mm bars allow 
unrestricted access to your load area.

The premium Kenwood DVR-410 driver 
safety camera is a compact GPS camera 
recording other road users in glorious high 
definition and features a range of safety 
systems, including parking, forward collision, 
lane departure and departure delay settings.

Mudflaps, rubber mats & load liner
Protect your workhorse from road 
debris, muddy boots and heavy 
equipment with these protective 
options designed to make sure it 
stays looking great.

Style pack - £2,179

Kenwood driver safety camera  - 
£209

Protection pack - £589

The unit fits directly under the passenger seat to 
greatly enhance your listening experience.  The D-class 
amplification allows greater power and as it’s made from 
cast aluminum, it will help give an improved bass.

Kenwood 
subwoofer 
250w - £399
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To find out more about these packs, please call 01752 421177.

The NextBase plug-and-play Dash-Cam features a 2.7” 
screen and records other road users’ actions in high 
definition.

The Full HD Rear Dash Cam is a rear view camera that 
works in conjunction with your front-facing 512GW Dash 
Cam. It records in high quality Full HD, so you’ll be able 
to make out every little detail of your recordings just in 
case there’s a nearby incident you wish to revisit, or you 
want to note down another vehicle’s details. 

NextBase 
front and 
rear dash 
cam kit - 
£289


